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Champions from Johor clinch
glow-in-the-dark trophy on
penalties in neon futsal
competition
BY C.Y. LEE

Good going: Guests and members of the media who took part in a friendly match on the competition, he
added. the sideline of the first ever neon futsal competition.
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THE Cabaran Dashing 2 neon futsal competition ended on a high when champions
BBFC (A) of Johor triumphed over Bertam Ulu FC 5-4 in a nail-biting penalty shoot-
out in the dark.

As this year’s winners, they went home with RM7,000 in cash, RM2,000 worth of
Dashing products and a unique glow-in-the-dark trophy.
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In addition to the prizes, the champions will also be treated to an exclusive visit to
Astro’s SuperSport HD production studio.

This year’s competition kicked-off in early November and approximately 110 teams
participated in the preliminary play-offs held in the central, northern, southern and
east coast regions of Malaysia.

The winners of the regional play-offs were invited to Sports Planet Kota Damansara
where a familiar UV flood-lit arena was set up especially for them to pit their skills
against one other in the two semi-finals and grand final.

The champions BBFC (A) won 4-2 against Real Mesra in their semi-finals while
runners-up Bertam Ulu FC secured their place in the final by defeating Unity Ampang
2-0.

Team BBFC (A) were ecstatic when teammate Mohamad Ariz sent the ball flying into
the back of the net and the referee declared them champions for this year’s event.

BBFC (A) captain Mohd Fadzil Abd Salam said they were delighted with their
achievement that came as a result of many sessions of training.

“Although we played in dim conditions three times a week for two hours each session
in the build-up to the the playoffs, it was still a real challenge to find the back of the
net compared to playing under normal conditions,” he said.

Actor Remy Ishak and TV personality Henry Golding and members of the media were
also invited to test their skills in a friendly match before the grand final.

Wipro Unza Malaysia Sdn Bhd marketing manager Rishi Pahwa was thrilled to have
hosted the event and is looking forward to turn it in to a highly-anticipated annual
tournament on the sports calendar.

Cabaran Dashing 2 is a perfect platform for the players to constantly challenge
themselves to be the best among the best, by putting self-confidence and strength to
the test in the competition, he added.
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